This extended abstract reprises our UIST '03 paper on "Perceptually-Supported Image Editing of Text and Graphics." We introduce a novel image editing program, called ScanScribe, that emphasizes easy selection and manipulation of material found in informal, casual documents such as sketches, handwritten notes, whiteboard images, screen snapshots, and scanned documents.
Summary
A longstanding goal in graphics has been to develp "smart" image editors that reflect awareness, at some perceptual or semantic level, of the content of the image material being manipulated. These would enable easy selection of complex objects or sets of related objects, recognition and conversion of hand writing and drawing into structured entities, and "follow-my-example" acceleration of multi-step and repeated operations. This work focuses on the first of these, convenient selection, in a targeted imagery domain, document images.
Photographic image editors such as Adobe Photoshop gain power to the extent that they employ "smart scissors" and other techniques for establishing selection regions. But professional-level image editors are overly complicated for many purposes and are not designed to facilitate editing of document image material in particular. Their notion of image layers provides an organizing principle for the critical function of grouping collections of pixels together. But conventional image layers can be difficult to learn and use, and demand significant attention of the user.
We have implemented a prototype document image editor, called ScanScribe, whose goal is WYPIWYG image editing: "What You Perceive Is What You Get." The tool is designed to maintain representations of the image objects and visual structures the user is likely to perceive as sensible chunks or objects to select, and make these readily available via the interface. In general this can entail image analysis and recognition which can become arbitrarily complex. ScanScribe's architecture provides a framework in which recognition algorithms can be brought in incrementally, and are not required to work perfectly to provide useful results.
ScanScribe offers four significant advances. First, it presents a new, intuitive model for maintaining image objects and groups, along with underlying logic for updating these in the course of an editing session. Independent objects are formally equivalent to image layers, and groups, to collections of layers. These are advantageously implemented beneath the level of the users' conscious awareness, and without consuming screen space for complicated layer control apparatus.
Second, ScanScribe takes advantage of newly developed image processing algorithms to separate foreground markings from a white or light background, and thus can automatically render the background transparent so that image material can be rearranged without occlusion by background pixels.
Third, ScanScribe introduces new interface techniques for selecting image objects with a pointing device without resorting to a palette of tool modes. Lasso, rectangle drag, and point-and-click selection are overloaded so that they are all immediately available. The success of this design depends on the foreground/background separation previously mentioned. Additionally, selection among alternative groupings of atomic level primitive objects is integrated seamlessly with the point-and-click selection protocol.
Fourth, ScanScribe presents a platform for exploiting image analysis and recognition methods to make perceptually significant structure readily available to the user. In contrast to the conventional hierarchical tree model for grouping, ScanScribe employs a lattice model whereby any atomic image element may participate in multiple groups. This design respects the richness and compositional structure of human perception of visual scenes. Perceptual structuring occurs in two stages. First, the original undifferentiated bitmap is segmented into primitive image objects by an automatic mechanism. Second, sensible groupings of these primitives are formed through algorithms mimicing the Gestalt laws of perceptual organization. These are expressed as groups in the lattice and are accessible through the selection protocols outlined above. Although our current perceptual structuring algorithms are crude, they delineate the powerful role that computer vision algorithms will have in creating smart image editors, as they mature.
As a package, the ScanScribe document image editor combines new user interface techniques, a novel arrangement of extant methods, and newly developed image processing algorithms, amounting to a uniquely distinct user experience and a framework for enhancing this experience as document image analysis techniques improve over time.
In its research prototype form, ScanScribe has proven useful in the work of members of our laboratory, and has been released for user testing and evaluation. The program runs in Java and may be downloaded at "http://www.parc.com/scanscribe."
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